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We study the phenomenon of system size stochastic resonance within the nonequilibrium potential frame-
work. We analyze three different cases of spatially extended systems, exploiting the knowledge of their
nonequilibrium potential, showing that through the analysis of that potential we can obtain a clear physical
interpretation of this phenomenon in wide classes of extended systems. Depending on the characteristics of the
system, the phenomenon is associated with a breaking of the symmetry of the nonequilibrium potential or a
deepening of the potential minima yielding an effective scaling of the noise intensity with the system size.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of stochastic resonance �SR�—namely,
the enhancement of the output signal-to-noise ratio �SNR�
caused by injection of an optimal amount of noise into a
nonlinear system—configures a counterintuitive cooperative
effect arising from the interplay between deterministic and
random dynamics in a nonlinear system. The broad range of
phenomena for which this mechanism can offer an explana-
tion can be appreciated in Refs. �1,2� and references therein,
where we can scan the state of the art.

Most of the phenomena that could possibly be described
within a SR framework occur in extended systems: for ex-
ample, diverse experiments were carried out to explore the
role of SR in sensory and other biological functions �3� or in
chemical systems �4�. These were, together with the possible
technological applications, the main motivation for many re-
cent studies showing the possibility of achieving an enhance-
ment of the system response by means of the coupling of
several units into what conforms to an extended medium
�5–10�, or analyzing the possibility of making the system
response less dependent on a fine tuning of the noise inten-
sity, as well as different ways to control the phenomenon
�11,12�.

In previous papers �7–10,13� we have studied the stochas-
tic resonant phenomenon in extended systems for the transi-
tion between two different patterns, exploiting the concept of
the nonequilibrium potential �NEP� �14,15�. This potential is
a special Lyapunov functional of the associated deterministic
system which for nonequilibrium systems plays a role simi-
lar to that played by a thermodynamic potential in equilib-
rium thermodynamics �14�. Such a nonequilibrium potential,
closely related to the solution of the time independent
Fokker-Planck equation of the system, characterizes the glo-
bal properties of the dynamics, that is, the attractors, the
relative �or nonlinear� stability of these attractors, the height
of the barriers separating attraction basins, and in addition it

allows us to evaluate the transition rates among the different
attractors �14,15�. In another recent paper we have explored
the characteristics of this SR phenomenon in an extended
system composed of an ensemble of noise-induced nonlinear
oscillators coupled by a nonhomogeneous, density dependent
diffusion, externally forced and perturbed by a multiplicative
noise, that shows an effective noise induced bistable dynam-
ics �16�. The stochastic resonance between the attractors of
the noise-induced dynamics was theoretically investigated in
terms of a two-state approximation. It was shown that the
knowledge of the exact NEP allowed us to completely ana-
lyze the behavior of the output SNR.

Recent studies on biological models of the Hodgkin-
Huxley type �17,18� have shown that ion concentrations
along biological cell membranes present intrinsic SR-like
phenomena as the number of ion channels is varied. A related
result �19� shows that even in the absence of external forc-
ing, the regularity of the collective firing of a set of coupled
excitable FitzHugh-Nagumo units becomes optimal for a
given value of the number of elements. From a physical sys-
tem point of view, the same phenomenon—which has been
called system size stochastic resonance �SSSR�—has also
been found in an Ising model as well as in a set of globally
coupled units described by a �4 theory �20�. It was even
shown to arise in opinion formation models �21�.

The SSSR phenomenon occurs in extended systems;
hence it is clearly of great interest to describe this phenom-
enon within the NEP framework. More, the NEP offers a
general framework for the study of the dependence of reso-
nant and other related phenomena on any of the system’s
parameters. With such a goal in mind, in a recent work �22�
it was shown that SSSR could be analyzed within a NEP
framework and that, depending on the system, its origin
could be essentially traced back to a breaking of the symme-
try of such a potential. Even those cases discussed in �20�
could be described within this same framework, and the �“ef-
fective”� scaling of the noise with the system’s size could be
clearly seen. Here, we discuss in more detail the cases ana-
lyzed in �20,22� and present another interesting one, corre-
sponding to the study of SSSR in a system that also shows
noise-induced patterns, the same one studied in �16�. We
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show that in two of the cases �corresponding to pattern form-
ing systems that include only local interactions�, the problem
can be rewritten in such a way as to present a kind of “en-
trainment” between the symmetry breaking of an “effective”
potential together with a scaling of the noise intensity with
the system size.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we
focus on a simple reaction-diffusion model with a known
form of the NEP, which presents SSSR associated with a
NEP’s symmetry breaking. In Sec. III we analyze the model
of globally coupled nonlinear oscillators discussed in �20�,
and show that it can also be described within the NEP frame-
work, with SSSR arising due to a deepening of the potential
wells, or through an effective scaling of the noise intensity
with the system size. In Sec. IV we briefly review the model
to be used for the case of multiplicative noise and analyze its
behavior. Finally, we present in Sec. V some conclusions and
perspectives.

II. A SIMPLE REACTION-DIFFUSION SYSTEM

Brief review of the model

The specific model we shall focus on in this section, with
a known form of the NEP, corresponds to a one-dimensional,
one-component model �23,24� that, with a piecewise linear
form for the reaction term, mimics general bistable reaction-
diffusion models �23�, that is, with a cubiclike nonlinear re-
action term. In particular we will exploit some of the results
on the influence of general boundary conditions �called al-
bedo� found in �25� as well as previous studies of the NEP
�15� and of SR �7–10�.

The particular nondimensional form of the model that we
work with is �7,8,25�

�

�t
� = D

�2

�y2� − � + �h��� − �c� . �1�

Here ��z� is the Heaviside step function, and �c is the value
at which the piecewise linear “nonlinearity” has a jump. We
consider here a class of stationary structures ��y� in the
bounded domain y� �−yL ,yL� with albedo boundary condi-
tions at both ends,

� ���y,t�
�y

�
y=±yL

= � k ��±yL,t� ,

where k�0 is the albedo parameter. It is worth noting that
for k→0 we recover the usual case of Neumann boundary
conditions �i.e., ����y , t� /�y��y = ± yL

ˆ =0�, while for k→�

what results are the usual Dirichlet boundary conditions
���y= ±yL , t�=0�.

Those stationary structures are the spatially symmetric
�stable� solutions to Eq. �1� already studied in �25�. The ex-
plicit form of these stationary patterns is shown in Eq. �9� of
�25�, while the double-valued coordinate yc

±, at which �
=�c, is given by Eq. �11� also in �25�. In order to have a
bistable behavior we require 0��c��h. Typical forms of
the patterns are shown in Fig. 1.

When yc
± exists and yc

±�yL, this pair of solutions repre-
sents a structure with a central “excited” zone ����c� and

two lateral “resting” regions ����c�. For each parameter
set, there are two stationary solutions, given by the two val-
ues of yc. Figure 5 in �25�, which we do not reproduce here,
depicts the curves corresponding to the relation yc /yL vs k,
for various values of �c /�h.

Through a linear stability analysis it has been shown �25�
that the structure with the smallest excited region �that is,
with yc=yc

+, denoted by �u�y�� is unstable, whereas the other
one �with yc=yc

−, denoted by �1�y�� is linearly stable. The
trivial homogeneous solution �0�y�=0 �denoted by �0� ex-
ists for any parameter set and is always linearly stable. These
two linearly stable solutions ��0 and �1� are the only stable
stationary structures under the given albedo boundary condi-
tions. We will concentrate on the region of values of
�c /�h ,yL, and k, where both nonhomogeneous structures ex-
ist.

For the system with the albedo boundary conditions �BCs�
that we are considering here, the NEP reads �15�

F��,k,yL� = �
−yL

yL ��− �
0

��y,t�

�− �� + �h���� − �c��d��

+
D

2
	 �

�y
��y,t�
2�dy +

k

2
��y,t�2�

±yL

. �2�

Strictly speaking, this is the system’s Lyapunov functional,
as we are still considering the deterministic case. However,
in what follows we will always refer to the NEP for
both the deterministic and stochastic cases. This func-
tional satisfies the “potential” condition �� /�t���y , t�
=−�	 /	 ��y , t��F�� ,k ,yL�, where 	 /	 ��y , t� indicates a
functional derivative.

FIG. 1. Typical form of the patterns ��y�, for D=1, yL=2, k
=2, and �c /�h=0.193. The continuous line corresponds to �1, the
stable nonhomogeneous pattern; the dotted line is �u, the unstable
pattern. In addition we also have the always present �0, the stable
null pattern that coincides with the horizontal axis. The dashed line
indicates the value of �c.
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Replacing the explicit forms of the stationary nonhomo-
geneous solutions �Eq. �9� in �25��, we obtain the explicit
expression �7,15�

Fu,1 = F��u,1,k,yL� = − �h
2yc

±	1 − 2
�c

�h



+ �h
2sinh�yc

±/�D�

„k,�yL − yc

±�/�D…


�k,yL/�D�
; �3�

here 
�k ,��=sinh���+k cosh���, and 
��k ,��=� 
�k ,�� /� �,
while for the homogeneous trivial solution �0=0, we have
instead F��0 ,k ,yL�=F0=0.

Figure 2�a� depicts the nonequilibrium potential
F�� ,k ,yL� as a function of the system size yL, for a fixed
albedo parameter k, and a fixed value of �c /�h. The curves
correspond to the NEP evaluated on the nonhomogeneous
structures Fu,1, whereas F0, the NEP of the trivial solution, is
a line coincident with the horizontal axis. We have focused
on the bistable zone, the upper branch being the NEP of the
unstable structure, where F attains a maximum, while in the
lower branch �for �=�0 or �=�1�, the NEP has local
minima. We see that when yL becomes small, the difference
between the NEP for the states �u�y� and �1�y� is reduced

until, for yL0.72, they coalesce and, for even lower values
of yL, disappear �inverse saddle-node bifurcation�.

It is important to note that, since the NEP for the unstable
solution �u is always positive and, for the stable nonhomo-
geneous structure �1 , F1�0 for yL large enough, and F1

�0 for small values of yL, the NEP for this structure van-
ishes for an intermediate value yL=yL

* 1 of the system size.
At that point, the stable nonhomogeneous structure �1�y� and
the trivial solution �0�y� exchange their relative stability.

For completeness and later use, in Fig. 2�b� we show
F�� ,k ,yL� but now as a function of k, for a fixed value of yL

and the same value of �c /�h. In this case we see that there is
no crossing between the curves corresponding to the states
�1�y� and �0�y�, and correspondingly no stability exchange.
Also, the initial large difference between the NEP for the
states �u�y� and �1�y� is reduced for increasing k until, for
k→�, the values of F�� ,k ,yL� for Dirichlet �BCs� are as-
ymptotically reached.

B. System size stochastic resonance

In order to account for the effect of fluctuations, we in-
clude in the time-evolution equation of our model �Eq. �1�� a
fluctuation term, which we model as an additive noise source
�10,26�, yielding a stochastic partial differential equation for
the random field ��y , t�,

�

�t
��y,t� = D

�2

�y2� − � + �h��� − �c� + ��y,t� . �4�

We make the simplest assumptions about the fluctuation term
��y , t�, i.e., that it is a Gaussian white noise with zero mean
and a correlation function given by ���y , t���y� , t���=2	�t
− t��	�y−y��, where  denotes the noise strength.

As was discussed in �7–10�, using known results for acti-
vation processes in multidimensional systems �27�, we can
estimate the activation rate according to the following
Kramers’-like result for ���, the mean first-passage time for
the transitions between attractors,

��i� = �0exp��Fi��,k,yL�


� , �5�

where
�Fi��,k,yL� = F��u�y�,k,yL� − F��i�y�,k,yL�

�i=0,1�.The prefactor �0 is usually determined by the curva-
ture of F�� ,k ,yL� at its extremes and typically is, on one
hand, several orders of magnitude smaller than the average
time ���, while on the other hand �around the bistable point�
it does not change significantly when varying the system’s
parameters. Hence, in order to simplify the analysis, we as-
sume here that �0 is constant and scale it out of our results.
The behavior of ��� as a function of the different parameters
�k ,�c /�h� was shown in �7,8,15�.

As was done in �7�, we assume now that the system is
�adiabatically� subject to an external harmonic variation of
the parameter �c, �c�t�=�c

*+	�ccos��t� �8,10�, and exploit
the two-state approximation �1� as in �8–10�. Such an ap-
proximation basically consist in reducing the whole dynam-

FIG. 2. NEP evaluated at the stationary solutions �0�y� ,�1�y�,
and �u�y� for F�� ,k ,yL� vs �a� yL and �b� k. In the first case k
=3, and yL=1.2 in the second. In both cases we have fixed D=1,
�c /�h=0.193, and the NEP for �0�y� coincides with the horizontal
axis.
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ics on the bistable potential landscape to one where the tran-
sitions occur between two states, the ones associated with the
bottom of each well, while the dynamics is contained only in
the transition rates. For all details on the general two-state
approximation we refer to �9�.

Up to first order in the amplitude 	�c �assumed to be
small in order to have a subthreshold periodic input� the
transition rates Wi adopt the form

Wi = �0
−1exp�−

�Fi��,k,yL,t�


� �6�

where

�Fi��,k,yL,t� = �Fi��,k,yL�

+ 	�c	 ��Fi��,k,yL�
��c



�c=�c

*
cos��t� .

�7�

This yields for the transition probabilities

Wi �
1

2
	�i � �i

	�c


cos��t�
 , �8�

where

�i  exp�−
�Fi��,k,yL�


�,

�i  ± �i	d�Fi

d�c



�c
*

�i = 1,2� .

Using Eq. �3�, it is clear that �d�Fi /d�c���c
* can be obtained

analytically.
These results allows us to calculate the autocorrelation

function, the power spectrum density, and finally the SNR,
which we indicate by R. The details of the calculation were
shown in �9� and will not be repeated here. For R, and up to
the relevant �second� order in the signal amplitude 	�c, we
obtain �9�

R =
�

4�1�2

��2�1 + �1�2�2

�1 + �2
=

�

42

�1�2

�1 + �2
� , �9�

where we have used the form of �i to reduce the expression
and

� = ��
−yL/2

yL/2

�h�„�st�y� − �c…dy�2

= �2�hyc�yL��2. �10�

We have now all the elements required to analyze the prob-
lem of SSSR.

Figure 3 shows the typical behavior of SR, but now—in
the horizontal axis—the noise intensity is replaced by the the
system length yL, for fixed values of k , �the noise inten-
sity�, and the ratio �c /�h. Such a response is the expected
one for a system exhibiting SSSR. Within the context of
NEP, it results clear that, in this kind of system, the phenom-
enon arises due to the breaking of the NEP’s symmetry. This
means that, as shown in Fig. 2, due to the variation of yL,
both attractors can exchange their relative stability. For a

value yL=yL
* 1., both stable structures, the nonhomoge-

neous stable �1�y� and the trivial �0�y�, have the same value
for the NEP. When yL�yL

*, �1�y� becomes less stable than
�0�y�, making the transitions from �1�y� to �0�y� “easier”
�the barrier is lower� than in the reverse direction, reducing
the system’s response. When yL�0.72, �1�y� and �u�y� coa-
lesce and disappear, and the response is strictly zero �within
the linear response implicit in the two-state approximation�.
When yL�yL

*, �1�y� becomes more stable than �0�y�, mak-
ing now the transitions from �0�y� to �1�y� easier than in the
reverse direction, again reducing the system’s response.
Clearly, the system’s response has a maximum when both
attractors have the same stability �yL=yL

*�, and decays when
departing from that situation. Hence, for this system and
within this framework, SSSR arises as a particular case of
the more general discussion done in �9�.

A point worth to be remarked is the fact that, comparing
Figs. 2�a� and 3, it is apparent that the value yL

*, where the
crossing between F1 and F0 occurs, is different from the
value of yL at the maximum of the SNR curve. The origin of
this difference is that, in principle, we have argued that the
maximum of the SNR should be related to the potential be-
ing symmetrical �both wells having the same energy� �9�.
However, the exact condition is that the transition rates be-
tween both wells should be equal. In general, due to the
small differences between the curvatures at the bottom of
both wells, those rates become equal for values of yL sightly
different from the one in the symmetrical case. Here we have
adopted a constant value for �0, hence assuming equal cur-
vatures. However, there is still a difference in the values of
the �i, as �d�Fi /d�c��c

* �i=1,2� are sightly different, a fact
reflected in the dependence of � on yL.

To conclude this section as well as for completeness, we
consider the problem from a different angle. In Fig. 4 we
show the curves of the SNR as a function of k, while keeping
fixed values of yL and �c /�h. When k is not too large, indi-
cating a high degree of reflectiveness at the boundary �that is,
a reduced exchange with the environment�, we see that the
SNR changes for k varying from low to larger values, show-

FIG. 3. SNR vs yL for k=3, =0.1, D=1, and �c /�h=0.193,
showing the typical form of SNR when SSSR occurs.
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ing a broad resonancelike curve. Remember that a large
value of k indicates that the system boundaries become ab-
sorbent. Such a broadening of the resonance indicates the
robustness of the system’s response when varying k, a pa-
rameter that somehow indicates a degree of coupling with
the environment.

From the NEP’s behavior we can put forward an argument
to explain the present SNR result. From Fig. 2�b�, we see on
one hand that the difference between F1 and Fu has a strong
variation with k, from very large values when k is small to
the asymptotic �Dirichlet-like� values reached for k→�
�with F1 approaching a constant value smaller than F0=0�;
while the difference between F0=0 and Fu increases slowly
with k �until it reaches a positive constant value�. Hence, as
from Fig. 2�b� it is clear that in this situation the potential
symmetry is always broken, we can understood the behavior
of the SNR as follows: an initial increase of the SNR due to
the reduction of the barrier when increasing k from very
small values, reaching a maximum for some intermediate
value of k, and a final slow response decay due to the slow
enlargement of the barrier when approaching the asymptotic
Dirichlet values.

III. THE GLOBAL COUPLING MODEL

In this section we consider one of the models discussed in
�20� from the point of view of the NEP approach. The model
we refer to is described by a set of �globally� coupled non-
linear bistable oscillators,

ẋj = xj − xj
3 +

�

N
�
k=1

N

�xk − xj� + �2� j�t� + f j�t� ,

ẋj = −
�

�xj
U��x�,t� + �2� j�t� , �11�

with f j�t�=A cos��t�, �x�= �x1 ,x2 , . . . ,xN�, � j�t� are Gaussian
noises with zero mean and �� j�t��l�t���=	 jl	�t− t��, and
where we have defined

U��x�,t� = U0��x�� − A cos��t��
j=1

N

xj

= �
j=1

N 	 xj
4

4
−

xj
2

2

 +

�

2N
�
j=1

N

�
k=1

N

�xk − xj�2

− A cos��t��
j=1

N

xj

= �
j=1

N

u0�xj� +
�

2N
�
j=1

N

�
k=1

N

�xk − xj�2

− A cos��t��
j=1

N

xj . �12�

Due to the structure of Eq. �11� it is clear that U��x��, the
potential function in Eqs. �11� and �12�, is the discrete form
of the NEP for this problem. For A=0 the stationary distri-
bution of the multidimensional Fokker-Planck equation asso-
ciated with Eq. �11� gives the result

Pstat��x��  exp	−
U0��x��



 . �13�

This potential has two attractors corresponding to x1=x2
= ¯ =xN= ±1, and a barrier separating them at x1=x2= ¯

=xN=0.
Now, exploiting the same scheme as before but, as both

attractors have the same energy, reduced to the symmetric
case, we get for the SNR

R  exp	−
�U0��x��



 

N


exp	−

N�u0�X�



 , �14�

where X is a kind of “collective coordinate” �the one evolv-
ing along the trajectory joining both attractors�, which passes
though the saddle, and which can be approximately inter-
preted as X�1/N�� j=1

N xj. However, we need only evaluate
the potential at the points X=0, ±1, and

�u0�X� = u0�X = ± 1� − u0�X = 0� .

Such a SNR clearly shows similar SSSR characteristics as
those described in �20�. In this situation the NEP’s symmetry
is retained when varying N, while the wells are deepened �or
the barrier separating them is enhanced�. However, if we
scaled out N, we find a constant effective potential �u0�X��,
while the system shows an effective scaling of the noise with
N. In this case we could speak of a noise scaled SSSR, in
contrast to the previous case that could be called a NEP
symmetry breaking SSSR.

In order to deepen our understanding of this case, let us
analyze a continuous model, which is tightly connected with
the previous discrete one. Consider a field ��y , t�, which be-
haves according to the following functional equation:

FIG. 4. SNR, vs k for yL=1.2, =0.1, D=1, and �c /�h

=0.193. The robustness in the response is apparent.
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�

�t
��y,t� = ��y,t� − ��y,t�3 + ��

�

���y�,t� − ��y,t��dy�

+ ��y,t� + f�t�

= −
	

	 ��y,t�
U„��y,t�… + ��y,t� , �15�

with f�t�=A cos��t�, while for the noise we assume that, as
before, it is white and Gaussian with ���y , t��=0, and the
correlation ���y , t���y� , t���=2	�y−y��	�t− t��. � indicates
the integration range, and 	 /	 ��y , t� is a functional
derivative. We consider a finite system in the interval
y� �−yL /2 ,yL /2�, and assume Neumann boundary condi-
tions. The form of the potential U(��y , t� , t) becomes

U„��y,t�… = U0„��y,t�… − F„��y,t�…

= �
�

dy u0„��y,t�… +
�

2
�

�

dy

��
�

dy����y�,t� − ��y,t��2 − F„��y,t�… ,

�16�

where

u0„��y,t�… = 	��y,t�4

4
−

��y,t�2

2



and

F„��y,t�… = A cos��t��
�

��y,t�dy .

This potential is clearly similar to the one discussed in �8�,
but with the local �diffusive� coupling being zero, and the
nonlocal contribution becoming “global.” For A=0 the sta-
tionary distribution of the multidimensional Fokker-Planck
equation associated with Eq. �15� gives the result

Pstat„�stat�y�…  exp	−
U0„�stat�y�…



 , �17�

with  the noise intensity. This potential has two attractors
corresponding to the constant fields �stat�y�= ±1, and a bar-
rier separating them at �stat�y�=0.

Hence, exploiting the same scheme as in the previous
section, but reduced to the symmetric case as both attractors
have the same energy, we get for the SNR

R  exp	−
�U0„�stat�y�…



 

yL


exp	−

yL�u0„�stat�y�…



 .

�18�

where

�u0„�stat�y�… = u0„�stat�y� = ± 1… − u0„�stat�y� = 0… .

This SNR clearly shows the same SSSR characteristics as
those described for the discrete case, where the role of N
�number of elements� is now played by yL �size of the sys-
tem�.

Note that Eq. �15� corresponds to the continuous limit of
Eq. �11� and the result for the discrete case �Eq. �14�� is
recovered in Eq. �18� for the normalized noise intensity dc
= /�x �with dc the noise intensity for the discrete case�,
and yL=N�x.

To conclude this section, we refer to another case dis-
cussed in �20�, the one corresponding to the Ising model.
Such a case has many similarities with the case of the set of
coupled nonlinear bistable oscillators discussed above. It can
be described in a similar way to the case above. That means
we could also find an effective potential playing the role of
the NEP, having two attractors �corresponding to all spins up
or all down�, a barrier corresponding to a mixed state, whose
height depends linearly on N �the number of spins�. The final
result will be similar to the one in Eq. �14� above.

IV. MULTIPLICATIVE NOISE CASE

A. Brief review of the model

The basic model to be considered in this section is the
same one studied in �16�, and consist of the following en-
semble of nonlinear coupled oscillators, described in terms
of a continuous field:

�

�t
��y,t� =

�

�y
	D���

�

�y
�
 + f��� +

1
�D���

��y,t� .

�19�

Here ��y , t� is again a Gaussian white noise with zero mean
and correlation ���y , t���y� , t���=2	�y−y��	�t− t��,  being
the noise intensity. D��� is a field-dependent diffusivity and
the coefficient of the noise term guarantee that a fluctuation-
dissipation relation is satisfied �28�. The nonlinearity f���
which drives the dynamics in absence of noise is chosen to
be monostable, and we adopt a density-dependent diffusion
coefficient to generate a noise-induced bistable dynamics. In
particular, as in �16�, we use

D��� =
D0

1 + h�2 , f��� = − �3 + b �2,

D0 ,h, and b being positive constants. We will consider a
finite system, limited to �−yL /2�y�yL /2�, and assume Di-
richlet boundary conditions ��±yL /2 , t�=0.

As we are considering the Stratonovich interpretation, the
stationary solution of the probability Pst��� of the stochastic
field ��x , t� given by Eq. �19� can be written �29� in terms of
an effective potential

Pst��� � exp�− Vef f���/� ,

with

Vef f��� = �
−yL/2

yL/2

dy�1

2
	D���

�

�y
�
2

− U��� − � ln D���� ,

where U���=�0
�D����f����d��. Here � is a renormalized

parameter, related to  by �= � /2�y� in a square discrete
lattice, where �y is the lattice parameter �29�. The extremes
of Vef f �stationary noise-induced structures of the effective
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dynamics� can be computed from an equation whose form
and the one of the effective force Fef f��� are given by Eqs.
�9� and �13� in �16�. The coefficients in those equations de-
pend on the system’s parameters, in particular on the renor-
malized noise intensity �. There is a trivial homogeneous
structure �=0 and two nonhomogeneous patterns, an un-
stable �saddle� �u and a stable one �s �see Ref. �16��.

We note that in the deterministic problem we have a
monostable �30� reaction term ��=0�. As we increase the
noise intensity, due to the noise effects, we have an effective
nonlinear term Fef f that becomes bistable �in the interval 0
���D0 / �2h�� and finally monostable for ��D0 / �2h� �re-
entrance effect�. We also remark that �=0 is always a root of
Fef f, and it is an extremum of Vef f��� for all values of �. In
what follows we will call this structure �0. The typical form
of the nonlinearity �Fef f� for various values of � has been
shown in Fig. 1 of Ref. �16�. As a final remark, the situation
here is that the same noise that induces the patterns and the
bistability is the one inducing the transitions among them
and the SR phenomenon.

B. System size stochastic resonance

To analytically describe the stochastic resonance, we re-
sort again to the two-state approach in the adiabatic limit �1�.
As indicated before, all details about the procedure and the
evaluation of the SNR can be found in �9�. The system is
now subject to a time periodic subthreshold signal b=b0
+S�t� where S�t�=�b sin��0t�. Up to first order in the small
amplitude �b the transition rates Wi take the form

Wi�t� = �i � �i�b sin��0t� ,

where the constants �1,2 and �1,2 are obtained from the
Kramers-like formula for the transition rates �27�

W�i→�j
=

�+

2�
� det Vef f��i�

�det Vef f��s��
�1/2

exp	Vef f��i� − Vef f��s�



 .

�20�

Here �+ is the unstable eigenvalue of the deterministic flux at
the relevant saddle point ��s� and

�1,2 = W1,2S�t�=0, �1,2 = � �dW1,2

dS�t�
�

S�t�=0
.

We note in passing that, due to the system’s sensitivity to
small variations in the parameters, and at variance with the
case studied in Sec. II, here we require the evaluation of the
prefactor in W�i→�j

.
As before, these results allows us to calculate the autocor-

relation function, the power spectrum, and finally the SNR
�indicated by R�. For R, up to the relevant �second� order in
the signal amplitude �b, similarly to Eqs. �9� and �10�, we
obtain

R =
�

42

�1�2

�1 + �2
� , �21�

where now

� = �
−yL/2

yL/2

dy�
�0

�s�y�

D������2d�� �22�

gives a simultaneous measure of the spatial coupling
�through D���� and the system size extension �through �dy�.
In our previous work �16� we have found that the depen-
dence of the SNR as a function of � is maximum at the
symmetric situation �=�c=0.8, where both stable structures
��0 and �s� have the same stability �Vef f��0�=Vef f��s��.

To analyze the system size dependence of the SR, we fix
the renormalized noise intensity ��=�c=0.8� and the param-
eters D0=1, b=2, and h=1/2; and only change the length yL
�with fixed lattice parameter �x�.

It is worth remarking here that in �20� what is varied is the
length of the lattice, while the noise intensity, the coupling,
etc., are kept constant. In the present case, due to the char-
acteristics of the model, we have that as yL is varied, the
fields change inducing the change of the diffusive coupling,
making a strong difference from the case in �20�.

At this point we can just analyze the dependence of the
SNR with yL as was done in Sec. II. However, as was indi-
cated near the end of that section, we use an alternative form
of analysis, looking at the scaling of the potential with yL.
We consider the following transformations:

y → x =
y

yL
,

Do → D1 =
Do

yL
,

D��� =
Do

1 + h �2 → D1��� =
D1

1 + h �2 ;

the effective potential can be written as

Vef f��� = yL�
−1/2

1/2

dx�− U��� +
1

2
�D���

yL

�

�x
��2�

− � yL�
−1/2

1/2

dx ln D��� , �23�

which finally yields �using the previous definition D��� /yL

=D1����

Vscal�yL� = Vef f���/yL

= �
−1/2

1/2

dx�− U��� +
1

2
�D1���

�

�x
��2

− � ln D1���� − � ln yL. �24�

Here it becomes apparent that this scaling yields a logarith-
mic length contribution to the scaled potential.

The stationary solution Pst��� of the stochastic field
��y , t� can be written

Pst��� � exp�− Vscal�yL�/x�yL�� , �25�

with x�yL�= /yL.
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We can also consider the scaling of the spatial factor �
�see Eq. �22��. The result is

� = yL�
−1/2

1/2

dx�
�0

�s�x�

D������2d�

= yL
D0

h
�

−1/2

1/2

dx��s�x� −
arctan��h�s�x��

�h
� . �26�

Hence, we have the dependence of the NEP as well as the
transition rates �Eq. �20�� and finally of the SNR �Eq. �21��,
on the system length �or the number of coupled elements for
discrete systems�. To illustrate this, in Fig. 5 we show
V��ef f� as a function of yL. The behavior shown in this figure
is analogous to the one observed in Fig. 1�a�. Hence, we can
anticipate the existence of SSSR in this system.

We see that for small yL, small size effects increase the
NEP values of the nonhomogeneous structures, and the uni-
form state results to be the most stable one. For yL=yLc

both
the NEPs for �0 and �1 become equal with a null value. For
yL�yLc

, the NEP of the uniform state becomes metastable,
and the nonuniform pattern is the globally stable attractor.
The transition rates also reflect this fact �they are decreasing
functions of yL�. However, we expect that � �which depends
on the system size� increases with yL, and due to the inter-
play between the rates and the behavior of �, a SSSR be-
havior could be expected. Such a behavior becomes apparent
in Fig. 6.

We can make the following interpretation in terms of
Vscal�yL�, the effective NEP �or scaled form of the NEP, Eq.
�24��, and the the scaling of the noise intensity: in Fig. 7 we
depict the form of Vscal�yL� as a function of yL. It is clear that,
even though it is weak, the dependence of Vscal�yL� on yL still
shows the change in the relative stability of the attractors,
while we have the scaling of the noise intensity with yL.
Hence, we can argue that there is a kind of effective en-
tanglement between the symmetry breaking and the noise
scaling.

There is one point worth remarking. From Figs. 5 and 6, it
is apparent that the value of yL at which the crossing between
Vef f��s� and Vef f��0� occurs �yL

* �76�, and the one where R
has the maximum �yL

† �82�, do not coincide. The explana-
tion of this fact is the same one introduced near the end of
Sec. II. Here we find differences in both the values of �i and
�i; the latter are reflected in the dependence of � on yL.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The study of SR in extended or coupled systems, moti-
vated by both some experimental results and the growing
technological interest, has recently attracted considerable at-
tention �5–10,13�. In this paper we have discussed a unified
way to analyze the SSSR phenomenon by focusing on the
scaling properties with yL of two relevant magnitudes that
control the process: the NEP and the noise, respectively. In
particular we have discussed in detail two of the cases ana-
lyzed in �22� and presented a third one that corresponds to

FIG. 5. Nonequilibrium potential Vef f��st� evaluated in the sta-
tionary structures as a function of the system size yL. Curves cor-
respond to �1� stable ��s�, �2� homogeneous ��0�, and �3� unstable
��u� patterns. Note the global stabilization of the nontrivial stable
pattern for high values of yL.

FIG. 6. SNR vs yL. As indicated in the text, we fixed Do=1, h
=0.5, b=2, and �=�c=0.8. The behavior of R with yL is the typical
one for SSSR.

FIG. 7. Vscal�yL�=Vef f�yL� /yL evaluated on the stationary struc-
tures as a function of the system size yL. Curves correspond to �1�
stable ��s�, �2� homogeneous ��0�, and �3� unstable ��u� patterns.
These correspond, to the same curves as in Fig. 5.
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the study of the system size dependence in the same system
studied in �16�.

In the first case we focused on a simple reaction-diffusion
model with a known form of the NEP �23,24�, and—as in all
three cases—considering the adiabatic limit and exploiting
the two-state approximation, we were able to clearly quantify
the system size dependence of the SNR. We have shown that
in this case, SSSR is associated with a NEP’s symmetry
breaking. For the second case we analyzed the model of
globally coupled nonlinear oscillators discussed in �20�, and
have shown that it can also be described within the NEP
framework, but now SSSR arises through an effective scal-
ing of the noise intensity with the system size. For the third
studied case, we have obtained the exact form of the noise-
induced patterns �both the stable and unstable ones� as well
as the analytical expression of the NEP. The interplay of the
transition rates, which are essentially decreasing functions of
yL, and the behavior of �, which increases with yL, explains
the existence of a maximum in the SNR for a specific length
of the system and a fixed noise intensity. What arose here,
through an alternative form of analysis, is that there is a kind
of entrainment between the symmetry breaking of the NEP
as described in �22�, together with a scaling of noise intensity
with the system size as in �20�.

The results found in this work clearly show that the non-
equilibrium potential �even if not known in detail; see, for
instance, �31�� offers a very useful framework to analyze a
wide spectrum of characteristics associated with SR in spa-
tially extended or coupled systems. Within this framework
the phenomenon of SSSR looks, like other aspects of SR in
extended systems �9�, to be a natural consequence of a break-
ing of the symmetry of the NEP or an effective scaling of the
noise intensity as in �20�, or possibly as a mixture between
the two aspects.

In addition, in the first studied case, we have seen a form
of resonant behavior through the variation of the coupling
with the surroundings. In such a case the system’s response
to an external signal becomes more robust, that is, less sen-
sitive to the precise value of the albedo parameter. This fact
opens further possibilities for analyzing and interpreting the
behavior of some biological systems �32�.

As a final comment, the main difference between the first
and third cases when compared with the second one is that in
the two former cases we have local interactions with some
BCs �albedo or Dirichlet BCs�, while the latter has a nonlo-
cal coupling together with boundary conditions that could be
assumed as Neumann. From our results, it is possible to ar-
gue that the effective scaling of the noise that arises in the
second case comes from the nonlocal interaction, and not
from the BCs. To make this aspect more obvious, we plan to
study, within the present framework, the competition be-
tween local and nonlocal spatial couplings �8,10� that arises
in some multicomponent models. Also, the consideration of
more general systems with several components will allow us
to analyze the system size dependence of SR between pat-
terns in general activator-inhibitor-like systems. All these as-
pects will be the subject of further work.
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